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PAPER 1 Reading (1 hour)

PART 1 You are going to read a passage about the best jobs in the world. For questions 1 – 8 
choose the answer (A, B, C or D) which you think fi ts best according to the text.
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1 A young woman from Birmingham has landed her dream job … literally! Roisin Madigan’s task is
A to observe beds and write about them.
B to sleep in beds and give opinions about them.
C to write in her journal and blog if the luxury beds of her hotel are comfortable.
D to sleep in beds and sell them.

2 Two young men have been hired by Google to ride around France
A to take photos of historical sites and put them as three-dimensional images on blogs.
B to take photos of historical sites and sell the best ones to blogs.
C to take part in bike races and take photos of sites and streets.
D to write in blogs about their travel experiences.

3 Harry Willsher is a 12-year-old boy who works in a sweet factory. His job consists of
A eating sweets and saying which have gone bad.
B training in order to win contests.
C tasting sweets to decide which the best ones are and report the results to the media.
D tasting sweets and following the production without revealing anything about them to the 
 media.

4 What does he think about his future? 
A He knows that he’s going to do this when he grows up.
B He hopes that this will be his job when he grows up. 
C He doesn’t want to work in the sweet factory when he grows up.
D He understands there is no chance for him to work in the sweet factory when he grows up.

5 Sam Pointon’s job consists of
A writing about the means of transport to get to York’s National Railway Museum.
B replacing the retiring director of the museum.
C telling people what to do in order to improve the museum.
D telling the staff of the museum what to do.

6 The members of staff were impressed by
A Sam’s interview.
B Sam’s letter.
C Sam’s determination.
D Sam’s work.

7 Kirsten Schimoler has worked as an ice-cream fl avour creator
A since she was a child.
B since immediately after university.
C after working for another factory.
D at the end of her career.

8 In order to develop Kirsten must eat a lot of ice-cream
A very often and sometimes also at breakfast.
B in restaurants and bistros.
C  every day of the week.
D in the morning.
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